
Sullivan Supply  Eläinkammat 

Alkuperäinen metalli kampa alumiini– tai puuvar sena 

UUTTA!!  Teflon pinnoi eiset kammat 

TEFLON SULLIVAN COMB W/ GRIP 

Now the top comb in the industry has been improved by adding a NEW Texturized Grip to the handle giving 

the user a comfortable non‐slip grip. This new grip is made from a unique cross‐linked polymer alloy which 

creates a special non‐slip diamond pa ern with a textured finish. It easily withstands extreme show day con‐

di ons as well as keeping the comb more secure in the users back pocket and will not slide or fray. 

The original theory of Teflon Combs dates back to 2001 when John Sullivan, Founder of Sullivan Supply and 

Stock Show University, and Sco  Kinzer became frustrated with s cky clogged up combs. 

Sullivan’s Teflon Combs have revolu onized the way a comb can be used while fi ng. Teflon is a solid poly‐

mer that is considered to be one fo the world’s most slippery and water resistance substances. It has one of 

the lowest measured coefficients of fric on of any compound. Although not fool‐proof, especially since ad‐

hesive is s ll a very s cky substance, you will be glad to see a 40 to 50% improvement of less ma ng, less 

hair drag, less sta c, and less s ck to the comb. It is definitely easier to clean adhesives from this comb and 

saves me while fi ng.ean adhesives from this comb and saves me while fi ng. 

SKU: TSCW 

Sullivan's Teflon Comb 



Now the top combs in the industry, they have a new, improved Texturized Grip to give the user 

a comfortable non‐slip grip. Sullivan’s Teflon Combs have revolu onized the way a comb can be 

used while preparing show ca le. Get more leg hair perfec on with Sullivan’s NEW 

Teflon Combs. The NEW show day comb for all grooming. Teflon is a solid polymer that is consi‐

dered to be one of the world’s most slippery and water resistant substances. It has one of the 

lowest measured coefficients of fric on of any compound. For our applica on, it creates a ba‐

ked‐on surface to the comb teeth for reduced fric on and a nons ck lubricant that allows the 

comb to glide through the hair, especially with a s cky substance like adhesive.  

 

Two Sullivan combs in one package featuring the Tiger Tooth Fluffer on one side and the very 

popular Sullivan Comb on the other ‐ GREAT value comb. Tiger Tooth Fluffer on one side and 

Teflon Sullivan comb on the other. 

Sullivan's Teflon Fluffer Comb 

Sullivan's Teflon Tiger DoubleStuff Comb 


